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Abstract. Writing for publication is to present the research process and result, and build 

communicative interaction with readers. The writers need to gain the readers’ high 

attention. The objective of this study was to find out the implications and benefits of the 

techniques of giving suggestion to build communicative interaction in five articles in 

ELT. The articles were selected through purposive sampling technique. Then, it was 

analyzed by using classifying technique and involving the Interpersonal meaning 

concept. The findings show that indirect suggestion is the most effective technique to 

build the communicative interaction. The writers could suggest readers indirectly to 

agree with the ideas, hypothesis, method, even the finding and analysis. The benefit of 

the findings was that the suggestion technique could be a hedge to avoid getting strong 

and negative impression of claiming truth. It also helped the writers’ information become 

soft and understandable.  
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1 Introduction 

The publication of academic articles or papers for college students becomes more familiar 

in the present day. In fact, the writing process of academic articles for publication needs 

specific criteria and strategy. Meanwhile, we need to view the characteristic of academic 

article, writing for publication, persuasive writing, and the scope of discourse study that cover 

the suggestion technique. 

Academic writing is a writing activity that needs to follow the academic and scientific 

rule. It is not about free writing. The skill of academic writing was the ability to promote 

hypothesis and conclusion, and organize the text [1]. Then, the cognitive strategy could be 

recognized as part of academic writing [2]. It also needs to be understood that the important 

aspect of academic writing was making use of the ideas being able to be understood by readers 

[3]. In addition, academic writing was not only about formal genre mastery, but also about 

how critically the writer to present the information [4]. In this term, academic writing was not 

only about proposing the information, but also about how to propose it. It requires technique, 

plan and strategy. It was the result of theory mastery and practice. Academic writing concept 

needs to be understood by ELT and all college department students to support their 

publication. 

Students or writers also need to recognize the concept of writing for publication. It was 

not only about developing the ideas, but also about how the writing could be accepted by 
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readers. There is one concept that the papers for publication must be written for a specific 

audience [5]. It was also concluded that the quality of students’ writing determines to be 

accepted in academia [6]. On the other hand, it is the concept of academic writing for 

communication with editors, reviewers, and other scholar and objected to convey the core of 

the message [7]. Writing for publication was the field application and implication of academic 

writing. In the writing for publication, the students or writers must carry out good endeavor so 

that the written text could be accepted by the publisher, editor, and readers. It needs the 

technique to build the communicative interaction for the written text. 

One of the techniques was the persuasive writing. We need to proposed the hypothesis 

and recognize to whom our writing would be addressed [8]. In fact, distinguishing between 

strong and relevant argument revealed an issue [9]. Persuasive writing is an approach that 

could be applied for publication. The approach could make writers to be closer with the editor, 

reviewer, and readers, and get their attention. 

In fact, one of the possible applications of the persuasive writing for publication is the 

suggestion technique based on the Discourse and Appraisal study. The concept of the 

discourse study is the study of transferring context in the text [10]. In addition, there is the 

evident of the successfulness of Appraisal study with genre analysis [11]. One of Appraisal 

materials that could be applied to support the persuasive writing for publication was 

suggestion [12]. 

Based on the background, the researchers studied the suggestion technique application in 

the five article publications. The research problem was “how are the implications and benefits 

of technique of giving suggestions to write academic articles?”. The objective of this research 

was “to find out the implications and benefits of the technique of giving suggestion that makes 

the academic writing for publication become interactive”. 

2 Method 

This research was conducted through qualitative design. This research viewed the 

research concept, problem, and object relied on how they work based on the human perception 

and understanding [13]. The perception and understanding proposed the evidences totally. The 

object was five articles in English Language Teaching or ELT study field. It was why called as 

the academic article. The objects were selected carefully by using purposive sampling 

technique. The instrument to collect and analyze the data comprised the laptop, dictionary, and 

list of lexical. In order to collect the data, this research applied the method of classifying each 

category in a schema of finding list. Then, they were analyzed by using the technique of 

coding the classified data, and then they were interpreted based on the evidence of the use. 

3 Results and Discussion 

It was found ten techniques of giving suggestion in the five articles or objects. Every 

finding represented one object or article. It was similar with the persuasive writing, but it was 

in the different approach of Interpersonal meaning. Every technique has different implications 

and benefits. The schema of the findings and discussion writing in the text was proposing the 

main finding and discussion of every strategy, and then it was followed by the elaboration of 

the wider implication. 



Variable strength was found as the first material exploration in the article or object 1. 

After getting deep identification and analysis, the technique of giving suggestion was 

concluding the strength of the research variable to ensure reader not to get doubt. The 

application of the technique was carried out by reviewing and comparing the research and the 

previous study variable. The positive implication was that it did not decrease the previous 

study variable, but it explored its strength. The writers proposed the renewal of the strength 

simultaneously as the development sense. It avoids giving antithesis of the variable strengths. 

The benefit of this technique could avoid writers getting negative impression because they 

also appreciated the previous study variables very well. The other benefit was that it ensures 

the originality of the whole new concept in the similar boarder. The technique was compatible 

with one previous study that one of persuasive writing techniques was providing the fact, data 

statistic, and example in the body of the paragraph because it suggested the knowledge to 

readers [14]. The other previous study found students could construct their argumentative 

writing successfully by creating the graphic organizers and reviewing the scaffolded question 

[15]. The exploration of variable increased the possibility to ensure readers about the 

truthfulness of the research concept and findings. 

The second technique still refers to the object article 1. The second suggestion technique 

was to propose the theoretical framework which was short and coherence with the result of the 

previous studies and theoretical review. So, the quality of both the review determined the 

theoretical framework performance. The previous studies must be in line with the research 

topic or article first. It was recommended to choose the previous studies which are to discuss 

the similar problem and finding. One example when the author would like to suggest the 

English classroom practice, they cannot take the education management previous studies. It 

was about the coherence of the previous study topic with the suggestion material based on the 

research finding. The other aspect was the status of the authors and the publication year of the 

previous studies. Readers tend to get higher interest when the author of the previous studies 

was a famous expert. It also increased the credibility of the suggestion. Moreover, the expert 

authors usually write qualified paper that it also helps the article writers to discuss, compare, 

and give good suggestion. The year of publication was the additional point. It was 

recommended to review the previous studies that were published maximum seven years ago. 

Meanwhile, the criteria of the theories for review was almost similar with the previous studies, 

but the difference was on the quantity. The trend of the present research article was to apply 

the previous study of journal or proceeding more than the books or electronic book. It was also 

found in the object 1. In fact, journal and proceeding give faster study development than hard 

book or electronic book. It was caused by the frequency of publication and the complex 

process of publishing a book. In this case, researchers still recommended the authors still 

applying the book especially for the grounded theory although the quantity should be fewer 

than journal or proceeding articles. The benefit was that the suggestion will be hard to be 

denied or refused by the readers or practitioners because it has strong basis. The other 

attention was to consider the allocation of information. The information was really intended to 

enlarge readers’ knowledge [14], but the authors’ information should be bigger than the 

information or knowledge that was given by the previous studies. It was caused that the main 

information was still the authors’ research.  

The third technique was the proposition of the improvement action that had been 

conducted by the writers or researchers. It was found in the article or object 2. The implication 

of the technique was to emphasize the writers’ successfulness to find, manage, and solve the 

weakness and lack in the research. The writers could give strong suggestion for the 

improvement concept because it had been proven effectively. This technique gives benefit of 



promoting a novelty that had been found. As the consequence, this technique needs valid 

process and result to support the suggestion. This technique could be developed to promote the 

novelty in order to introduce the researchers’ identity. One study suggested indirectly that his 

research had been able to contribute to the literature on the potential value of the appropriate 

use of Web 2.0 in the educational settings [16]. The promotion of the finished-improvement 

program should be applied indirectly so that readers will not give negative assumption. 

The fourth technique still refers to the object or article 2. The suggestion technique was to 

propose the finding of the solution to solve problem of a process. The important notice is that 

the technique is only applicable for a research design whose purpose to improve process e.g. 

classroom action research. The potential benefit of the technique was to promote the whole 

article contents. One of the skills in academic writing was promoting the hypothesis [1]. In 

fact, the suggestion through promotion will be lack even meaningless when it does not bring 

any benefit for the readers or practitioners. In this context, the benefits were the benefits for 

readers and practitioners. In some cases, the researchers just stop giving the benefits for 

themselves. They assumed that after solving their scientific problem, it would had been 

finished totally. In fact, readers and practitioners always wait for the scientific and academic 

contribution. The proposition of the research benefit was actually an effective way to promote 

the research itself. One of the key points was the formulation or synthesis in the discussion. 

Readers who were searching the reference concern on looking the concept for their writing 

material. It does not matter whether the suggestion was proposed directly or indirectly, the 

matter was that how to make sure that the finding formula was scientific and free from 

plagiarism. 

The fifth technique was the proposition of the research topic strengths through explaining 

the convenient process. It was found in the article or object 3. The implication of the technique 

needs the arrangement of explanation in a sequence of chronological events. The writers had 

to explain the basic concept of the topic first. It also requires the comparison with previous 

study. The benefit of the technique was the finishing of two works simultaneously in which 

the writers could give suggestion and explains the research background in one occurrence. The 

other benefit was to make the article become more coherence because it connected the 

persuasive voice with the research background. The consequence was that the technique 

requires long explanation in the research background. The similar technique was also applied 

by one study that management of topic limitation and organization needs to be explained in 

the thesis statement directly [14]. Other study proposed the crucial rule of logical writing 

organization to make the coherence of writing in proposing the idea in one of the finding 

example [9]. It also happened when giving suggestion. In this finding, the presentation of 

chronological occurrence increased the possibility to suggest our concept or finding to readers. 

The convenient logical explanation ensured readers about the validity of the information. 

The sixth technique was to emphasize the chronological event in the research method. It 

refers to the finding in the object or article 3. In the method, it needs to explain in good 

sequence and coherence between the research design, instrument, and method of collecting 

and analyzing data which all of them must represent the effort to answer the research problem 

and objective in the background. The logical coherence of happening was a must requirement 

[9]. The coherence explanation in the method chapter could attract the readers’ attention, even 

certain practitioners to be replicated the method concept. It could be an indirect suggestion to 

duplicate and follow the research concept. The benefit was that the authors could increase the 

text credibility because the research method was designed and carried out in the stratified 

system. It also helped readers to get understandable information. In this case, good 

explanation of coherence could attract the readers’ attention and trust. One mistake that should 



not be done was repeating the explanation in high frequency. One example was when an 

author repeated information in one sub-chapter to the next sub-chapter. It could decrease the 

readers’ trust. 

The seventh technique was the proposition of the potential benefits of the research 

finding, result, or product in a specific area. The technique refers to the finding in the article or 

object 4. The implication of the technique was to propose the logic and large possibility of the 

finding contribution for the social life and education practice. It also needs real comparison 

with the previous studies or the relevant similar study field. In the article, the writers proposed 

the benefits of using postmodified noun in the writing practice, then, it also needed to be 

compared with the writing practice whether based on the previous studies or curriculum 

concept. The consequence of the technique was the necessary of high effort to ensure the 

possibility of the benefit potential. In the persuasive writing study field, it was found that 

writing with context make students develop analysis when they wrote a reasonable paragraph 

and make readers give their expectation easier [14]. The suggestion of the potential benefit 

was easy to be applied because it serves a product to readers. They just need to take and apply 

it. 

The eighth technique was to proposed the successfulness of the research product. The 

suggestion technique refers to the finding of the object or article 4. The benefit of the 

technique was that the authors could also promote their product indirectly to the readers, 

moreover if the product was discussed by the readers in their text. On the other hand, the 

technique was recommended only for the research design whose purpose to produce 

something e.g. experimental research. The authors need to explain the product benefit to 

attract the readers’ attention. The product must represent the value that never exists before so 

that it offers new paradigm. In order to apply this technique, the genre of the text must be 

determined before deciding the topic because the genre could give the schema of thinking to 

readers before deciding to read the text [11]. The product benefit should also be reflected in 

the title first. It was not recommended to encourage readers guessing the design. The benefit 

of the research must be based on the fact, not on the argumentation. It requires the field 

evidences of the benefits. The important notice was that the benefit contribution as intended to 

give assistance for the practitioner in the similar field, e.g. the benefit of an instrument of 

teaching vocabulary for English teachers. 

The ninth technique was giving the direct recommendation of a problem solution based on 

an expert quotation. The finding refers to the article or object 5. The technique was applied by 

proposing the direct quotation. The implication was that the writers must review the strengths 

of the quotation to ensure the readers about the valuable of the quotation. The benefit of the 

technique was to be the safest way for writers because the writers’ position was just to review 

and present the expert quotation. As the consequence, the writers had to involve the grounded 

theory and the recent previous study. It will be very fragile not to involve the grounded theory. 

It was also found in the term of “evidential” that citation of others’ writers’ work provides 

credibility to the writers’ writing [17]. When suggesting a thing by elaborating the writers’ 

own idea combined with the previous study, it will give very high credibility impression. It 

gives the impression that the suggestion and recommendation had been prepared very well, 

not just taken for granted. 

The tenth technique was to build logical argumentation by reviewing and connecting 

more than one theories or previous studies whose similar work schema. The suggestion 

technique refers to the object or article 5. The obstacle was to give the direct recommendation 

in the soft or hedge technique. The benefit of the technique was getting scientific impression 

because the argumentation was based on more than one previous study or theory. The 



consequence to apply the technique was that the authors must present the previous studies or 

theories which support to one another. In other hand, they must also differentiate directly their 

statement with the quotation. It was about the skill of building the cognitive concept strategy 

[2]. It does not persuade readers to believe, but it proposes and reviews the concept which 

could be accepted by the logical thinking system. It means the technique was not about 

personal felling, but it was about the strategy to build the system of logical work schema. If 

the technique is success, the readers will agree with the material directly. It is caused that the 

logical proposition cannot be debated anymore.  

4 Conclusions 

The ten techniques of giving suggestion based on Interpersonal meaning concept had 

good benefit potential. It was not about just persuading readers, but it tends to propose the 

logic and empiric discussion, presentation, and exploration. In this study, the novelty was that 

the researchers avoid giving the concept of manipulation to the readers’ view point, but giving 

the better choice and perspective based on scientific fact and concept. The old concept of 

manipulating readers’ perspective or encouraging reader to appreciate our idea needs to be 

avoided. The benefit of the ten techniques of giving suggestion will be also potential 

developed by the further researchers in both written and spoken study. 
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